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Season 2, Episode 20
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Underworld



Foster uncovers an alien experiment with ties to the mob.   - - -

""City of Fountains"" is a nickname for Kansas City, Missouri, a town whose headlines have screamed of a gangland war that left over 30 dead.

It's no mystery why the Gua would seek out organized crime. Drugs, gambling, prostitution â€“ all things that could weaken mankind's resolve. But why did Nostradamus point to this gang war?

The quatrain suggested I form an alliance with ""the steed,"" a man I suspected to be Sammy ""The Horse"" Kozak, head of a Kansas City crime family for over 10 years.

I'm wanted for capital murder, so mixing with mobsters might be insane â€“ Eddie sure thought so. But checking Sammy out could lead me to the Gua, and that's an offer I can't refuseâ€¦

Took the name Nick Flynn and checked out the '88s Club, Sammy's totally nude strip bar and a front for his operations. Met a brick-wall bartender named Pete, told him I was looking for Sammy. My cover â€“ ""Loma Cinquemani"" had sent me up from the Miami families wi
Quest roles:
Rob Lee(Bert Samuel), Tim Henry(Officer Nash), Jerry Wasserman(Dr. Markowitz), Darryl Scheelar(Gua Agent), Desiree Zurowski(Sophia), Bill Croft(Agent Dixon), Jano Frandsen(Jack Mitchum), Alexis Glabus(Dancer)


Writer:
unknown


Director:
unknown


Release date:
31 May 2000, 00:00
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